Localization of accessory pathways from the 12-lead electrocardiogram using a new algorithm.
A new algorithm (St. George's algorithm), based on the polarity and morphology of QRS complexes rather than delta waves, was developed for localizing accessory pathways to 1 of 9 sites on the atrioventricular annuli. This was compared with algorithms previously proposed by Skeberis et al (localizing to 1 of 7 sites) and Milstein et al (localizing to 1 of 4 sites). The preexcited 12-lead electrocardiograms recorded during sinus rhythm in 106 consecutive patients (including 60 retrospectively analyzed patients and 46 prospectively analyzed patients) who underwent successful radiofrequency catheter ablation of a single accessory pathway were analyzed by 3 blinded observers using all 3 algorithms. The results were compared with the actual localization of accessory pathways as derived from endocardial mapping during catheter ablation. In all 106 patients, the accuracy of the 3 algorithms for 4 sites on the atrioventricular annuli (as considered by Milstein's method) was 72%, 79%, and 92% for Milstein's, Skeberis', and St. George's algorithms, respectively. For 7 sites (as considered by Skeberis' method), the accuracy was 65% (Skeberis' algorithm) and 88% (St. George's algorithm), and for 9 sites (as considered by our method) the accuracy was 86% (St. George's algorithm). In 46 prospectively analyzed patients, the accuracy of the 3 algorithms for 4 sites was 70% (Milstein's), 67% (Skeberis'), and 87% (St. George's); for 7 sites the accuracy was 61% (Skeberis') and 85% (St. George's), and for 9 sites the accuracy was 85% (St. George's). The reproducibility of St. George's and Skeberis' methods was better than that of Milstein's method.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)